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Draft Constitution of. Ukraine — Preliminary partial draft 
Remarks prepared by prof. SERGIO BARTOLE, University of TRIESTE, on 
the part dealing with " territorial system and territorial organisa
tion of the power ".

1. The two articles which open the section of the preliminary par 
tial draft concerning the territorial system offer a design of the 
territorial organisation of the power in Ukraine which needs some 
clarifications.
First of all the definition of the autonomy which is given to the 
Republic of Crimea and to the local self-government is apparently 
the same. The draft uses the expression " administrative, - and - 
territorial autonomy ". This expression can look misleading. It re 
fers to the space dimension of the autonomy which is territorial: 
all the entities of the local government have a competence which .is 
referred to a territorial space. Therefore this is a common feature, 
but we cannot say the same with regard to the content of the autono
my. The draft uses the expression " ad -.in ist rati ve autonomy " while 
the autonomous Republic of Crimea differs from the ocher entities o. 
the local government because it has legislative functions and is al
lowed to participate in the adoption of its own constitution. I ■- 

would be advisable distinguishing the autonomy ot Crimea from the 
general and common autonomy of the local government.
The draft does not deal with the problem of the identification of 
the territorial borders of the local government entities: is this 
task entrusted to the par1iamentary law when the draft says that 
regional area and cone territorial entities may be established wit
hin the State territory in accordance with the laws of Ukraine " ?
The meaning of this provision, or - perhaps - of its translation is 
not sufficiently clear. And what about the participation of the peo 
pie concerned in drafting the borders of the local self—goverment 
The role of the constitution of the autonomous Republic of the Cri
mea is obviously pivotal. Shall it identify the powers and the sphe
re of the competences of the autonomous Republic ? Or is this task



entrusted to the constitutional law of Ukraine on the autonomous Re
public of the Crimea ? If this last interpretation is correct, the 
constitutional position of the autonomous Republic is more similar 
to that of the Italian ordinary Regions than to that of the Spanish

According to the fifth article of this part of the draft the laws a- 
dopted by the autonomous Republic of Crimea shall have to comply 
with ( inter alia ) the ” principles laid down in other laws of Uk
raine % but in the same article the Supreme Rada of Crimea is allo
wed to " suspend the operation of, or repeal, laws and other legi
slative acts of the autonomous Republic of the Crimea whenever they 
are incompatible with the constitution and laws of Ukraine Is the 
suspension allowed when the Crimean acts don't comply with all the 
ccn4.on* j-ь- _- - i uiir-h th'pa nrincioles of the ukrai-o the Ukrainian laws or with the principlei
nian laws only ? If the limit of the Crimean legislation is given by 
all the content of the Ukrainian laws, the competence of the Ukrai
nian and Crimean laws are supposed to be overlapping and the Crimean 
i 4WS дГЭ completely subordinate to those of Ukraine with the conse— 
cuent narrowing of the autonomy of the Republic. The point deserves
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which is entrusted to the President of Ukraine.
Are the " taxes and charges " of the Republic of Crimea completely 
,pncified by the laws of Ukraine ", or have these laws to leave some 
freedom of decision to the Crimean legislator in the matter ? If the 
Crimean autonomy has to be guaranteed in this field also, the second 
solution shall be advisable.
A last point concerning Crimea: is the autonomous Republic ( as well 
the German Laender ) entrusted with all the administrative functions 
in Crimea, or are its administrative functions restricted to the e- 
xecution of the Crimean legislation only, while the Ukrainian admi
nistrative bodies have to provide for the execution of the Ukrainian 
laws in Crimea too ?
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2. The design of the local government is really complex, not only 
with regard to the membership of the different Radas but also with 
regard to the relations between the Radas and the relative e<>ecuti>/e 
bodies.
According to the first alternative, regional and district Radas 
shall be composed of " the representatives, or rather the chairmen 
of the Radas of the inferior levels of local government, whose mem
bers and chairmen are directly elected by the citizens. But also the 
chairmen of the regional and district Radas shall be elected by the 
citizens. Because the election of the members of the regional and 
district Radas goes alongside a track different from that of the e- 
lection of the chairmen of those bodies, and the chairmen are at the 
same time the heads of the relative executive bodies, the existence 
of a governmental majority in the regional and district Radas looks 
uncertain and the stability of the executives are put in danger. On
ly the existence of a single party regime with a vary centralized 
party organization would avoid possible inconveniences.
Therefore it would be advisable to adopt the second alternative, 
whic h a 11 ows the simu 1 tansous i. 
tier. O'
local government, and

hopefully « 1 Ch r- —
the members and the chairmen ofri f-hn rhai к-m«л nf this inferior levels of the 

the election of the chairmen of the regional
and district Radas ( who are the heads of the executive bodies too ) 
by the Radas themselves according to the political preferences of 
their members who are partially elected by the inferior Radas and 
partially by the citizens directly.
The autonomy of the local government entities looks very weak if we 
keep in mind that the election of the chiarmen of the regional exe
cutive bodies depends " on the recommendation " of the Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine and upon agreement with the President of Ukrai
ne". Is'nt there the possibility of having regional chairmen who 
don't share the political position of the central bodies of gover 
nment ? Also the election of the district chairman " on the recom
mendation of the chairman of the regional Rada's executive body 
looks objectionable.
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It is not clear whether all the administrative activities at the lo
cal level are entrusted to the local self-government entities. Ac
cording to the last chapter of the draft, this is not apparently the 
case, but the fourth article of the chapter on local self-government 
conveys a different design. Which is the solution adopted by the 
draft ? Is the task of the Ukrainian law establishing the competen
ces of the local government with regard to those of the State autho
rities ? Which are the criteria which the law has to comply with *n 
this matter ? The provisions of the third article of the chapter on 
local self-government are not very clear. In any case the last a.ru 
rie providing for general principles to be established by Ukrainian 
laws in the field of the local government, apparently leaves a free 
space to the autonomy of the self-goverment entities. If the natio
nal laws were allowed to adopt detailed rules ( and not only general 
principles ), the autonomy of the self-government would be restric
ted by specific rules which did not leave freedom of choice and de
cision to villages, towns, cities, districts and regions.
There is a difference between the previsions ( in the -naoter on la

ico alcal sel î" g o V'o r n íriv-11 ) on the suspension an; repsai
. i i a ¡-> *— — ! 
jf the

article of the 1 
court " against the same 
coordinate these rules.

ts which are il leg
uns last chapter prevising

limace 
;r the

—. I—. tA I—those ot the third 
to

It would be advisable to un

3. The extension of the powers of the State ( governmental ) pleni
potentiaries ( counsellors ) looks too large. The provisions of the 
second article of the last chapter are drafted in such a way that 
there is'nt any difference between the powers dealing with public 
institutions, enterprises and organications and tho=.-e concerning 
private . organizations, enterprises and institutions. М/ gue^-э i = 
that they have to be differentiated, also with regard to the distin
ction between State authorities and local self-government entities.


